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Neuro-Selling
Excellence

Your brain is your silent partner in
everything you do. It works in a unique
way and has hidden strengths that you
can tap into

TM

Applied neuroscience principles provide insight
into and evidence for the techniques adopted by
highly effective salespeople in the new, digitised
sales landscape of informed clients

Who should attend

Junior sales executives; the salesperson who
has done other selling technique programmes;
senior sales executives; managers who have a
sales component in their portfolio; leaders who
understand the importance of neuro-selling

Delivery Method
•
•

E-learning modules with one-on-one coach
support sessions per module
In a group workshop format

Want to know more

For more information and consultation please
go to www.neurocoach-institute.com or email
academy@neurocoach-institute.com

Optimising success requires the sales executive to
become a challenger and a strategic partner. The
implications of this include being better at managing
themselves and the environment they sell in, as
well as mastering the self-management skills of goal
setting, probability thinking, smart negotiations, and
neuro-salesmanship.

COURSE OUTCOMES
•
•
•

DESCRIPTION
The landscape of sales and the customer has changed.
Sales executives need to adopt and embrace a
different lens to selling with the brain in mind - and
meet clients where they are and listen at a different
level.
Coaching language in sales with a neuroscience base,
has become essential for those who will differentiate
themselves in a sales or sales related positions. It is
important that the sales executive can manage and
drive themselves and/or teams with methodologies &
strategies based on Emotional intelligence principles
such as self-awareness, self-management, rapport as
well as inﬂuencing – particularly in B2B selling.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Understand the power of the brain and neurology
in selling
Develop improved self-awareness and emotional
intelligence in professional selling
Understand the difference and balance between
scientific selling and personal selling
Master self-management and goal setting — what
you focus on will become reality
Apply brilliant neuro-linguistic techniques in sales
Strengthen interpersonal relations in selling
Recognise and understand the new landscape of
selling to informed clients
Think strategically with a focus on the new client’s
mind and profile
Use smart negotiation, and become a challenger
in the client relationship
Develop your personal brand
Apply neuro-marketing marketing techniques for
the sales executive

COURSE CONTENT
Module 1

1. Introduction to the new client’s mind and sales
landscape
2. Personal vs. scientific selling
3. Self-development for the sales executive – goal
setting

Module 2

1. Neuroscience and selling
2. What makes people buy
3. Convert your advice, pitch, and statements into
powerful questions
4. Have a sub-conscious conversation
5. Tap into the emotional brain
6. Rapport
7. Inﬂuencing

Module 3
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Emotional intelligence in selling
Life skills for the sales executive
Conﬂict resolution
Assertiveness in sales and business
Mindfullness basics & techniques

Module 4

1. Limiting beliefs that inﬂuence optimal
performance and achievement
2. Strategic aspects of the new business landscape
and profile client
3. Dynamic coaching techniques and questions for
the sales executive – giving you the edge

Module 5

1. Personal brand development
2. Neuro-marketing principles for the sales executive
3. The F-word (focus)

Module 6

1. SETA: Selecting and coaching coachees in sales/
management NQF 5
(This module is for sales managers; however, it can
be done for junior managers or any selected sales
executives. Sales executives who do not fall into
the above category will have a detailed module on
extended coaching techniques in sales.)

NeuroCoach Institute Graduates achieve results through
a radical new approach, firmly grounded in neuroscience.
It directly impacts on how they absorb, interact with and
process information.
This approach leads to life-long learning, and opens vast new
horizons for positive self-development.

academy@neurocoach-institute.com
www.neurocoach-institute.com

